Sheep preference for leafy spurge from Idaho and North Dakota
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Abstract

Three trials were conducted to determine if low ingestion of some leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula L.) by sheep is primarily due to differences in sheep or in leafy spurge. In the first trial, pastures in Idaho and North Dakota were grazed by sheep originating from both states. Generally, sheep from both states grazed the leafy spurge growing in the Idaho pastures reluctantly but grazed the leafy spurge growing in the North Dakota pastures in proportion to its availability (P = 0.003). In the second trial, ingestion of air-dried leafy spurge by penned sheep was compared by offering samples from the 2 locations simultaneously. Sheep consumed more (P = 0.0001) leafy spurge from North Dakota than from Idaho. In the third trial, penned sheep were simultaneously offered Idaho leafy spurge harvested from fertilized and non-fertilized sites. Initially, equal amounts of fertilized and unfertilized leafy spurge were consumed (P \( \geq \) 0.68), but by the fourth day sheep had an obvious preference for leafy spurge from the fertilized site (P = 0.01). These trials indicate that preference for leafy spurge by sheep differs depending on site, and that using sheep to manage leafy spurge may be more successful on soils with relatively high fertility.
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Sheep and goats are used to help control and utilize the weed leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula L.) in many western states and Canadian provinces (Johnston and Peake 1960, Landgraf et al. 1984, Bartz et al. 1985, Faller et al. 1995). However, we have observed that the palatability of leafy spurge to sheep may vary among range sites. This could result from differences among animals, from differences in the environments where leafy spurge grows, from different plant phenotypes and chemical contents, or perhaps from interactions among these factors.

Several factors may account for differences in animal preference for leafy spurge. These include degree of previous experience with leafy spurge when young or as adults (Squibb et al. 1990, Provenza et al. 1992), genotypic and consequently physiological differences among individual animals (Provenza 1995), and differences in the relative palatability of alternative vegetation to the animals. In a paired-choice study, goats preferred leafy spurge when it was offered with arrowleaf balsamroot (Balsamorhiza sagittata (Pursh) Nutt.) but preferred crested wheatgrass (Agropyron crista-
tum (L.) Gaertn.) when it was offered with leafy spurge; sheep preferred both of these alternative plants when they were paired with leafy spurge. In southeastern Idaho, goats showed a relative preference for grazing leafy spurge while sheep avoided this plant (Walker et al. 1994).

Leafy spurge can elicit aversive feeding responses in cattle, sheep, and goats. This response was strongest in cattle and weakest in goats with sheep intermediate (Kronberg et al. 1993, 1994). Also, individual sheep and goats vary in their tolerance for the aversive chemical(s) in leafy spurge (Kronberg and Walker, unpublished data).

Levels of aversive and other defensive phytochemicals can vary within a plant species as a function of soil fertility and shading (Bryant et al. 1983, 1991, Mihaliak and Lincoln 1985, Mihaliak et al. 1987, Fajer et al. 1992, Ruohomki et al. 1996). Carbon-based phytochemicals tend to occur at higher concentrations in plants that grow in infertile soils. Additionally, plant/water relations can affect levels of defensive phytochemicals (Briske and Camp 1982, Vrielings et al. 1993). Variability in phytochemical concentration can also have a genetic component (Fajer et al. 1992, Vrielings et al. 1993, Ruohomki et al. 1996). Leafy spurge has considerable genetic variability (Nissen et al. 1992); however, chloroplast DNA analysis of leafy spurge from our Idaho study site indicated that this leafy spurge is genetically similar to leafy spurge collected in North and South Dakota and Nebraska (Nissen, personal communication).

We conducted 3 trials to elucidate aspects of sheep response to leafy spurge. The overall objective of these trials was to determine if preference for leafy spurge differs because of sheep origin and (or) site location.

### Material and Methods

#### Trial 1

A grazing trial was conducted to determine if relative preference by sheep for leafy spurge differed in Idaho and North Dakota. The trial was conducted on leafy spurge-infested pastures near Dubois, Ida. and Bismark, N.D. The Idaho pastures were 17 km northwest of Dubois (112° 22'W, 44° 15'N) on stream terrace near Medicine Lodge Creek. The North Dakota pastures were 6 km south of Bismark (100° 48'W, 46° 45'N) on bottomland beside the Missouri River. The alternative forages were primarily crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum (L.) Gaertn.) in Idaho and smooth brome (Bromus inermis Leyss.) in North Dakota. The trial was designed to test for differences in leafy spurge utilization and preference with the main effects of location (Idaho and North Dakota) and origin of sheep (Idaho and North Dakota). Ten yearling non-lactating female sheep from each state were placed on small, leafy spurge-infested pastures in southeastern Idaho and central North Dakota. All sheep had previous experience grazing leafy spurge in their state of origin before the trial began. All sheep grazed the Idaho pastures in early June then these sheep were transported to North Dakota where they grazed the pastures in mid-June.

At each location, 4 replicate pastures were grazed by sheep from Idaho and 4 were grazed by sheep from North Dakota. Sheep from the 2 states were pastured separately. Pasture size was 20 × 40 m in Idaho and 20 × 20 m in North Dakota. Five sheep were grazed in each pasture for 4 days in Idaho and 5 days in North Dakota. Four pastures (2 per origin of sheep) were grazed first until approximately 50% of the total standing crop was consumed, then the sheep were moved to the next set of 4 pastures. This design helped ensure that the number of sheep in each pasture was adequate for normal behavior while providing sufficient pasture replication to detect treatment effects.

The soil at the Idaho site was a gravelly loam and the soil at the North Dakota site was a sandy loam. Soil analysis was conducted by the Soil Testing and Plant Analysis Laboratory at South Dakota State University following their standard procedures (1995). The characteristics of these soils are described in Table 1.

Standing crop was measured by clipping 5 randomly located 0.5 m² plots in each pasture at the beginning, middle and end of grazing. The number of grazed and non-grazed spurge stems were counted in 10 permanently marked, randomly located 0.25 m² plots per pasture at the beginning, middle and end of grazing. Percent utilization of leafy spurge stems was analyzed with the GLM procedure of SAS (1988) using a repeated measures design. The main effects were sheep origin and trial location (between experimental unit effects). Time of stem counting during the grazing period (middle and end) for each pasture was the repeated measure. The 4 replicate pastures were the experimental units and individual plot data were averaged for each pasture before statistical analysis.

Diet selection by sheep in each pasture was determined using the bite count technique and electronic data loggers (Sanders et al. 1980, Walker et al. 1992). All animals were observed while grazing using a focal animal sampling procedure (Altman 1974). Observations lasted 3 minutes per animal and multiple observations were made on each animal with the restriction that each animal in a pasture was observed once before an animal was observed another time. One observer recorded bites in each pasture. Bites were classified as leafy spurge, other forb, grass, or shrub. Bite count data were collected at the beginning and middle of the grazing time for each pasture but not at the end because we were interested in determining the extent to which the sheep would select leafy spurge when alternative vegetation was still available. Multiple

### Table 1. Soil characteristics at the Idaho and North Dakota sites where Trial 1 was conducted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>NO₃-N (0-1.0)</th>
<th>P (0-0.9m)</th>
<th>K (0-0.3m)</th>
<th>Rock fragments (&gt;2mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>25-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Additional soil characteristics are described in Table 1.
observations for each animal at each time period (beginning and middle) in a pasture were averaged and then means for each animal by time period across pastures were calculated before further analysis. Bite count data were summarized in this manner because of missing data resulting from difficulties in observing sheep and some equipment malfunction. Because of missing data, bite count data were analyzed using individual sheep as experimental units. Preference for different forage classes was calculated as the difference between the percent of a class in the diet and the percent of that class in the available herbage (Strauss 1979). This is a normally distributed linear index with a range of preference and avoidance from +100 to –100 centered on 0 (for random feeding). Bite count data were analyzed with the GLM procedure of SAS (1988) for the main effects of sheep origin, trial location, time during grazing period and their interactions. Origin of sheep was a between animal effect while trial location and period of trial were within animal repeated measures.

Leafy spurge used for nutritional analysis for all trials was dried and ground to pass a 1-mm screen before analysis for Kjeldahl N (AOAC 1990) and nonsequential neutral detergent fiber (NDF) and acid detergent fiber (ADF) (Goering and Van Soest 1970). The percentages of crude protein (CP), NDF and ADF in samples are expressed on a dry matter basis.

Trial 2

This trial was conducted in pens with leafy spurge harvested from near the Idaho and North Dakota sites for Trial 1. A different group of sheep were used from those used in the first trial. Leafy spurge was in seed-ripening and seed-ripe growth stages when harvested at both sites and was air-dried and chopped to about 2-cm-long pieces.

During a 3-day pre-trial period, 8 adult white-faced wethers from Idaho were placed in individual pens (ca. 1.5 m²) and offered water 24 hours • day⁻¹ and alfalfa pellets between 0800 and 1800 hours in 2 adjacent feed boxes in each pen. The wethers had no previous experience with leafy spurge. Following the pre-trial period, consumption of Idaho and North Dakota leafy spurge by each wether was measured in a 2-day trial by placing leafy spurge from each state into the 2 adjacent feed boxes in each pen. Placement of the Idaho and North Dakota leafy spurge into the feed boxes was reversed on the second day of the trial. During the trial, the sheep had ad libitum access to water and were allowed to eat as much of the 2 leafy spurge types as they desired from 0800 to 1800 hours each day. They only had leafy spurge to eat during this trial. Intakes of the 2 leafy spurge types were compared by repeated measures analysis of variance (SAS 1988) with origin of leafy spurge a between animal effect and day of trial a within animal repeated measure.

Trial 3

The third trial was a pen trial in which sheep were offered Idaho leafy spurge that grew from soil that was or was not fertilized. In April, before the growing season began, a 500 m² area of leafy spurge-infested land was fertilized at the Idaho site (described by Walker et al. 1994). The site was fertilized at a rate of 300 kg • ha⁻¹ with a mixture composed of 24% urea nitrogen, 4.2% of this was coated slow-release nitrogen, 4% ammonia nitrate, 4% phosphoric acid, 8% soluble potash (K₂O), 4% sulfur and 1% iron. Three months after the area was fertilized, leafy spurge was harvested from the site when it was primarily in seed-ripening and seed-ripe growth stages. Leafy spurge from an adjacent but unfertilized area with similar soil was also harvested at this time. Leafy spurge from both the fertilized and unfertilized sites was air-dried and chopped to 2-cm-long pieces.

In a 5-day pre-trial period, 10 weaned lambs with no previous exposure to leafy spurge were trained to eat alfalfa pellets from 2 adjacent feed boxes in individual (1.5 m²) pens. During the 4-day trial period, lambs were placed in individual pens between 0800 and 1600 hours and each lamb’s consumption of fertilized and unfertilized leafy spurge was measured. The location of the 2 leafy spurge types was alternated between left and right feed boxes. During the test period, the sheep had ad libitum access to water and were allowed to eat as much of the 2 leafy spurge types as they desired from 0800 until 1600 hours each day. They were offered only leafy spurge to eat during the trial period. Intakes of the 2 leafy spurge types were compared over days by repeated measures analysis of variance (SAS 1988).

Results and Discussion

Trial 1

When grazing began, grass comprised 61 and 74% of the standing crop in Idaho and North Dakota, respectively, whereas leafy spurge represented 30 and 24% of the standing crop in Idaho and North Dakota, respectively. Percent of leafy spurge stems grazed (Fig. 1) differed between locations (P = 0.002), period of trial (P = 0.0001), and the location x origin of sheep interaction was significant (P = 0.06). Sheep origin did not affect percent of leafy spurge stems grazed (P = 0.33), and all other interactions were not significant (P > 0.20). The effect of period (first half vs. second half) was simply an indication that utilization of leafy spurge increased as the trial progressed. The location x origin of sheep interaction (P = 0.06) resulted from a reversal of percent utilization of spurge stems by Idaho and North Dakota sheep in Idaho and North Dakota (Fig. 1). Idaho sheep had the lowest utilization in Idaho and the highest utilization in North Dakota. An explanation for this reversal is not apparent. Of greatest importance to this study was the significantly greater percent utilization of leafy spurge stems in North Dakota (100%) compared to Idaho (70%).

Preference for leafy spurge (Fig. 2) was not influenced by origin of sheep (P = 0.14), but it was affected by location of grazing (P = 0.003), grazing period (P = 0.005), and interactions of grazing period with origin of sheep (P = 0.002) and location (P = 0.01) and...
by the 3-way period \( \times \) origin \( \times \) location interaction \( (P = .04) \). We believe the period \( \times \) origin \( \times \) location interaction shows the effect of learning on diet selection. This interaction was a result of the initial preference by North Dakota sheep for leafy spurge during the beginning time period in the first set of Idaho pastures. We suspect that this was due to their previous positive post-ingestive experiences with leafy spurge in North Dakota. Relative to the objectives of this study, the significant effect of location was the most important result of the analysis of sheep preference for leafy spurge. In Idaho, sheep grazed leafy spurge reluctantly while in North Dakota sheep consumed leafy spurge in proportion to its availability.

**Trial 2**

The sheep ate much more \( (P = 0.0001) \) of the leafy spurge from North Dakota (609 and 761 g on days 1 and 2, respectively) than from Idaho (148 and 82 g on days 1 and 2, respectively). These results were consistent with those from the first trial. The low relative palatability of the Idaho spurge is also consistent with results from grazing trials in Idaho, which were conducted close to where spurge for Trial 2 was collected and where sheep grazed leafy spurge reluctantly \( (\text{Walker et al. 1994}) \). Crude protein levels were 16.3 and 8.2% for the Idaho and North Dakota leafy spurge, respectively. Neutral detergent fiber levels were 28.5 and 41.4% for the Idaho and North Dakota leafy spurge, respectively, and ADF levels were 27.1 and 37.2% for the Idaho and North Dakota leafy spurge, respectively. These results indicate that the North Dakota leafy spurge was more mature and less nutritious when it was harvested for the trial than was the Idaho leafy spurge. Based on their levels of CP, NDF and ADF we might have expected the Idaho leafy spurge to have been preferred by the sheep. Sheep preference for the North Dakota spurge apparently resulted from some other characteristic(s) and we suggest this was lower levels of aversive chemicals in the North Dakota leafy spurge.

**Trial 3**

The sheep ate similar \( (P \geq .68) \) amounts of leafy spurge from the fertilized and non-fertilized sites on the first 2 days of the trial \( (\text{Fig. 3}) \). However, their consumption of spurge from the fertilized site was greater on the third \( (P = .06) \) and fourth \( (P = .01) \) days of the trial \( (\text{Fig. 3}) \). The feeding behavior of the sheep suggests that they gradually learned to reduce their consumption of the non-fertilized leafy spurge and increase their consumption of the fertilized leafy spurge. Their feeding behavior was consistent with the learning model of ruminant diet selection in respect to aversive phytochemicals \( (\text{Provenza 1995}) \).

Crude protein levels in leafy spurge from the fertilized and non-fertilized sites were 12.2 and 13.3%, respectively. Neutral detergent fiber levels were 42.5 and 37.3% for the fertilized and non-fertilized leafy spurge, respectively, and ADF levels were 35.6 and 31.3% for the fertilized and non-fertilized spurge, respectively. Thus, there is no evidence from these data that the

---

**Fig. 1.** Percentage of leafy spurge stems grazed at the middle and end of grazing trials in Idaho and North Dakota by sheep that originated from Idaho or North Dakota. Bars represent the standard error of the least squares mean.

**Fig. 2.** Strauss’ index of preference (% spurge in diet % spurge in standing crop) for leafy spurge at the beginning and middle of grazing trials in Idaho and North Dakota by sheep that originated from Idaho or North Dakota. Bars represent the standard error of the least squares mean.
sheep developed a preference for the fertilized spurge because it offered them greater levels of CP or lower levels of fiber.

There is considerable supporting evidence for the carbon-nutrient balance hypothesis, which suggests that carbon-based phytochemicals will accumulate in plant tissues when low nutrient uptake limits plant growth more so than does photosynthesis (Bryant et al. 1983, 1991, Mihaliak and Lincoln 1985, Mihaliak et al. 1987, Fajer et al. 1992, Ruohomki et al. 1995). We suspect that the leafy spurge collected from the non-fertilized site had higher levels of aversive carbon-based phytochemicals than did the leafy spurge collected from the fertilized site.

**Conclusions**

Different preferences of sheep for leafy spurge from sites in Idaho and North Dakota appears to result from differences in the leafy spurge growing on these sites rather than from differences in the sheep. We have 2 reasons to suspect that the differences in leafy spurge on these sites is more likely a function of differences in growing conditions than of genetic differences between colonies of leafy spurge. First, chloroplast DNA analysis of leafy spurge from the Idaho site indicated that this leafy spurge is genetically similar to leafy spurge collected in North and South Dakota and Nebraska (Nissen, personal communication). Second, results from the third trial indicate that soil fertility may affect the palatability of leafy spurge to sheep. Leafy spurge growing on soils with higher fertility was preferred by the sheep. With respect to Trial 1, the NO3-N level in the Idaho soil was not only lower than that of the North Dakota soil, there was also much less soil at the Idaho site to hold nitrogen due to the high amount of rock fragments in this soil. These results indicate that the aversive compounds in leafy spurge are probably carbon-based rather than nitrogen-based compounds since nitrogen-based phytochemicals will accumulate in plants growing on soils with higher fertility (Bryant et al. 1983). This supports our previous results (Kronberg et al. 1995), which indicated that 1 or more carbon-based compounds likely affect consumption of leafy spurge through negative post-ingestive consequences.

![Fig. 3. Air-dried leafy spurge consumed by sheep on the 4 days of Trial 3. The leafy spurge was harvested from fertilized and non-fertilized sites near the Idaho pasture used in Trial 1. Bars represent the standard error of the mean.](image)
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